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For those who live in winmo and need an optimized softeware for
the new mobile phones, HandyRefocus is a must-have. It is

however shareware with a lifetime registration (with a 2 months
trial) and is not as easy to use as Blurity. As for the price, after

some investigations, Blurity costs around $25. Some trials can be
purchased for a fee - but I can't recommend those on the Clark

Connect Contest because the trials are often misleading and not
optimally prepared to test the full version of Blurity. For the same

reason, I do not recommend the trial version of PhotoFiltre.
However, you would be missing out on one main feature in Blurity:

it is the only software that can edit all picture formats under
Microsoft Windows. So if you are converting your pictures to JPEG,

Blurity can edit them all. You may spot a small red exclamation
mark if you are running Windows 95 or later, Windows 2000 or

later, or Windows XP and later. If so, then you cannot install Blurity
- even when you start Blurity with the install-icon. You cant always
take straight pictures and you often find yourself with a bunch of

way too blurred pictures. In this regard you rely on Blurity, a small,
yet powerful software tool which can be used in order to sharpen
pictures that are a bit too blurry. Blurity is a powerful yet easy-to-

use tool for sharpening blurry digital images. Its sophisticated
algorithms will often deliver far better results than the Sharpen
function in your image editor, but a simple and straightforward
interface ensures the program remains accessible by everyone.
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The users of Blurity in forensics are all experienced programmers.
Due to the complexity and performance penalty of going cross-

platform, most Blurity users on Windows just write image
processing code in C++. Thats fine, but it can limit your ability to
get the most from the Blurity environment, because a lot of the

functionality that you want to use isnt portable between Windows
and Linux. C++ is powerful, but its limited. There are many

features that arent available in C++. For example, Bluritys GUI
written in Python is not terribly sophisticated, and it lacks some of

the more modern features that arent available in C++, like
progress bars. The reason for this is that the Python UI is used to
communicate with the Blurity process itself, which is written in

C++. Another example is the Thumbnailer. Its not at all
sophisticated, but it is an example of a feature that is used by
many Blurity users. On Windows, Bluritys Thumbnailer involves

writing a thumbnail to a file on disk. On Linux, Bluritys Thumbnailer
(which we call the Thumbnailer, not to be confused with Blurays

Disk Thumbnailer) is a shell script that runs the Blurays Disk
Thumbnailer program on its own. Besides being limited to Windows,

the image-preprocessing code written in C++ requires a certain
amount of proprietary Intels image processing library. Although

Blurity uses the Free Image Library (FReel), FReel cannot process
images with resolutions above 9 megapixels. The problem is that
FReel requires Intels proprietary MTL library. You can work around

this problem on Linux by cross-compiling Blurity using the Intel
Intels C++ Compiler. It will produce an executable that can be run

on Linux. 5ec8ef588b
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